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Abstract

Introduction: Each person's body have adaptation during the load due to different changes in
the cardiovascular system. One of the first systems that responds to any factors and is
actively involved in the processes of adaptation is the autonomic nervous system. It is known
that as a result of excitement of the vestibular analyzer kinetosis develops - "motion sickness",
which is accompanied by nausea, dizziness, unsteadiness of gait, general weakness. In this
regard, assessment of the functional state of the body and its adaptive reserves continues to be
one of the most important problems of modern physiology and medicine.

The purpose of the study was to evaluate the features of autonomous regulation in subjects
with increased sensitivity of the vestibular analyzer.

Materials and methods: 60 people between the ages of 18-19 were examined. Vestibular
sensitivity was determined with a help of questionnaire. The state of the autonomic nervous
system was determined by analyzing heart rate variability using a 5-minute ECG registration
technique. The registration and recording was performed by the «PolySpectr +» computer
program.

Results and discussion: Based on the questionnaire, the students were divided into 2 groups:
with proper and with increased vestibular sensitivity. In students with proper vestibular
sensitivity, the LF / HF ratio of 1.06 indicates a balanced type of autonomic heart rate
modulation. The analysis of spectral indices in subjects with increased vestibular sensitivity
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showed a lower overall power of the spectrum, which indicates less functional reserves of the
organism. We set much higher HF waves, which indicates an increase in the activity of the
parasympathetic system. This is also indicated by the LF / HF ratio of 0.59. When considering
the rhythmograms of subjects with increased vestibular sensitivity, 64% of 1-st grade
rhythmograms, 20% of 2-nd grade rhythmograms and 16.6% of 3-rd grade rhythmograms
were registered. When assessing rhythmograms of the 3-rd class, it can be concluded that the
level of functional reserves of subjects with increased sensitivity of the vestibular analyzer
can be reduced, which may lead to a decrease in the adaptive capacity of these subjects.

Conclusions: In subjects with increased vestibular sensitivity, the parasympathetic autonomic
nervous system makes the greatest contribution to the regulation of cardiac rhythm.

Key words: increased sensitivity of the vestibular analyzer, autonomous regulation,
functional reserves of the organism, rhythmograms.

Introduction
Adaptation of the organism to loads is closely related to the reactions of the

cardiovascular system and its regulatory mechanisms [1]. The analysis of heart rate variability,
changes in parameters of which reflect the adaptive capacity of regulatory systems of the
body and the dynamics of their development, is widely used in physiology to assess the
functional state of the organism [2].

It is known that the functional state of the human body is determined by three main
factors, such as the level of functioning, the degree of tension and functional reserves [3]. One
of the vital organs in maintaining the proper functioning and regulation of the voltage level is
the vestibular analyzer, whose sensitivity depends on changes in the body's functional
reserves [4]. It is a multidimensional biological converter of energy of linear and angular
accelerations into bioelectric signals entering the central nervous system, where the position
of the head and body in space is analyzed.

The autonomic nervous system is one of the first responding to any factor and is actively
involved in the processes of adaptation and pathogenesis of many somatic diseases. Therefore,
it is necessary to study the features of autonomous regulation in young people with increased
sensitivity of the vestibular analyzer. In the scientific literature there is evidence that
unprepared people using transport develops "motion sickness", accompanied by nausea,
dizziness, unpredictable gait, general weakness due to excitement of the vestibular apparatus
[5]. Therefore, assessment of the functional state of the body and its adaptive reserves
continues to be one of the most important problems of modern physiology and medicine.

Purpose of the research. To evaluate the features of autonomous regulation in subjects with
increased sensitivity of the vestibular analyzer.
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Materials and methods
60 students, aged 18-19, participated in the survey. Vestibular sensitivity was assessed

with a help of questionnaire [6]. An analysis of the heart rate variability was performed using
the 5-minute ECG registration technique using the PolySpect + computer program complex
(Kharkiv, Ukraine) to determine the status of the autonomic nervous system. The examination
was performed after a 10 minutes in a supine position on the couch. Recording of 5-minute
sections of rhythmograms was performed by recording the ECG in the II standard lead at a
tape speed of 50 mm/s. The results were evaluated in the form of rhythmograms of time
analysis, spectrograms and cardiointervalography according to R.M. Bayevsky [7].

The evaluation was performed on the values of such indicators as:

 time: R-Rmin, ms – the shortest duration of R-R intervals in the survey; R-Rmax, ms is
the highest duration of R-R intervals in the survey; RRNN, ms is the average duration of
R-R intervals; SDNN, ms - standard deviation of values of normal R-R intervals
(RRNN);

 indicators of spectral analysis – TP, ms2 – total power of the spectrum, reflects the total
activity of the influence of the autonomic nervous system on the heart rhythm, HF,
ms2 – high-frequency oscillations of the heart rhythm in the range of 0,15 - 0,4 Hz, LF,
ms2 – low-frequency oscillations of the heart rhythm in the range of 0.04 - 0.15 Hz, VLF,
ms2 – oscillations of the heart rhythm in the range of very low frequencies – 0,003 –
0,04 Hz.

Cardiointervalography according to R.M Baevsky – (M), arithmetic mean duration of
cardiointervals, p; (MS), – mean-square deviation (MS) of the duration of R-R intervals, s2;
Mode (Mo) is the range of values (R – R) of the most commonly encountered intervals;
number of cardio intervals corresponding to the range of mode, %; voltage index (VI).

The study was conducted at certified by the Ministry of Health of Ukraine laboratory of
psychophysiological research at the Department of Physiology with the Basics of Bioethics
and Biosafety of I. Horbachevsky Ternopil National Medical University (Certificate
№003/18).

Prior to the survey, we received informed consent from all participants. Our research
does not contradict accepted bioethical standards of the Helsinki Declaration adopted by the
General Assembly of the World Medical Association on Human Rights, the International
Code of Medical Ethics and Laws of Ukraine and can be used in scientific work (decision of
the commission on bioethics of I. Horbachevsky Ternopil National Medical University,
protocol № 55 of November 4, 2019).

Statistical processing of the data was performed in the program "BioStat 5" by the
method of nonparametric statistics, determining the U – Mann-Whitney test.

Results and discussion
Based on the questionnaire, the subjects were divided into 2 groups: with proper and

with increased vestibular sensitivity (Table 1).
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Table 1
Indicators of time heart rate analysis in subjects with proper and hypersensitive

vestibular analyzer

Indicator
Group

pProper sensitivity of
the vestibular
analyzer
n-30

Increased sensitivity
of the vestibular

analyzer
n-30

R-R min, ms 726,3 472,6 р<0,05

R-R mах, ms 1026,7 1005,5 p>0,05

RRNN, ms 850,1 793,3 р<0,05

SSNN, ms 70,6 72,1 p>0,05

Note. p <0.05 – significant differences by U - Mann-Whitney criterion.

The results of the study of the general variability of the heart rhythm by the method of
statistical analysis revealed that in subjects with proper vestibular sensitivity R-R min, RRNN
were significantly higher than in subjects with hypersensitivity of the vestibular analyzer (p
<0.05) (Table 1).

In students with proper vestibular sensitivity, the LF/HF ratio of 1.06 indicated a
balanced type of autonomic heart rate modulation (Table 2).

Table 2
Indicators of spectral analysis of cardiac rhythm in subjects with proper and

hypersensitive vestibular analyzer

Indicator
Group

pProper sensitivity of
the vestibular
analyzer
n-30

Increased sensitivity
of the vestibular

analyzer
n-30

TP, ms 2 4037 1914 р<0,05

VLF, ms 2 931 432 р<0,05

LF, ms 2 1598 554 р<0,05

HF, ms 2 1508 929 р<0,05

LF/HF 1,06 0,59 р<0,05

%VLF 23,1 22,6 p>0,05

%LF 39,6 28,9 р<0,05

%HF 37,4 48,5 р<0,05

Note. p <0.05 – significant differences by U - Mann-Whitney criterion.

In students with proper vestibular sensitivity, the overall power of the neuro-humoral
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modulation spectrum was high. The state of neuro-humoral regulation was ensured by a high
level of sympathetic and parasympathetic influences in the modulation of cardiac rhythm
(Table 2).

The analysis of spectral indices in subjects with increased vestibular sensitivity showed
a lower total spectrum power (TP), which indicated lower functional reserves of the organism.
Significantly higher HF waves were set, indicating increased activity of the parasympathetic
system. This was also indicated by the LF/HF ratio of 0.59. The total power spectrum of
neuro-humoral modulation was high. The state of neuro-humoral regulation was characterized
by high level of parasympathetic and low level of sympathetic and humoral-metabolic
influences in modulation of heart rhythm.

When assessing the indices of variational heart rate in individuals, regardless of the
stability of the vestibular analyzer, we found that the values of Mo coincided with M, which
corresponds to the normal duration of the cardio interval and normocardia (Table 3).

Table 3.
Indicators of cardiointervalography according to the method of Baevsky in subjects with

appropriate and hypersensitive vestibular analyzer

Indicator
Group

pProper sensitivity of
the vestibular
analyzer
n-30

Increased sensitivity
of the vestibular

analyzer
n-30

М, с 0,85 0,81 p>0,05

MS, s2 0,04 0,09 р<0,05

Мо, s 0,85 0,81 р>0,05

АМо, % 23,5 41,2 р<0,05

VI, c.u 22,7 35,2 р<0,05

Note. p <0.05 – significant differences by U – Mann-Whitney criterion.

The results of the mean-square deviation (MS) of the duration of R-R intervals indicated
a high parasympathetic influence on the regulation of cardiac rhythm in subjects with
increased vestibular sensitivity.

Indicator amplitude mode (АМо), reflecting the stabilizing effect of centralization of
heart rhythm management in subjects with increased vestibular sensitivity was higher than in
subjects with proper vestibular sensitivity (p <0.05).

Voltage index (VI) in subjects with hypersensitivity indicated the tension of regulatory
mechanisms, as opposed to subjects with proper sensitivity (p <0.05). In subjects with proper
sensitivity for the value of this indicator revealed eitonia, which indicated the balanced tone of
the parasympathetic and sympathetic parts of the autonomic nervous system.

In determining the classes of rhythmograms by the classification of Berezniy and Rubin
(1997), we found that 53% of the rhythmograms of the 2-nd class and 47% of the 1-st class
were identified in the subjects with proper vestibular analyzer stability. Rhythmograms of the
3-rd class were not observed in the subjects of this group (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1. Definition of classes of rhythmograms according by the classification of
Berezniy and Rubin (1997) in individuals with different vestibular sensitivity.

Thus, in subjects with adequate sensitivity the balance of the autonomic nervous system
is characterized by a mixed (balanced) type of autonomic heart rate modulation. Assessing the
average values of these rhythmograms, it can be concluded that these indicators indicate a
high level of functional and adaptive capabilities [8, 9].

With regard to the rhythmograms of subjects with increased vestibular sensitivity, we
observed 64% of 1-st grade rhythmograms, 20% of 2-nd grade and 16.6% of 3-rd grade
rhythmograms.

By evaluating the rhythmograms of 3-rd grande of subjects with increased vestibular
sensitivity, it can be concluded that the level of functional reserves is reduced, which may
lead to a decrease in the adaptive capacity of these individuals.

Conclusions

1. Students with proper vestibular stability are characterized by a balanced type of
autonomic heart rate modulation.

2. In subjects with increased vestibular sensitivity, the parasympathetic autonomic nervous
system makes the greatest contribution to the regulation of cardiac rhythm.
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